The objective of flood frequency analysis (FFA) is to associate flood intensity with a probability of exceedance. Many methods are currently employed for this, ranging from statistical distribution fitting to simulation approaches. In many cases the site of interest is actually ungauged, and a regionalisation scheme has to be associated with the FFA method, leading to a multiplication of the number of possible methods available. This paper presents the results of a wide-range comparison of FFA methods from statistical and simulation families associated with different regionalisation schemes based on regression, or spatial or physical proximity. The methods are applied to a set of 1535 French catchments, and a k-fold cross-validation procedure is used to consider the ungauged configuration. The results suggest that FFA from the statistical family largely relies on the regionalisation step, whereas the simulation-based method is more stable regarding regionalisation. This conclusion emphasises the difficulty of the regionalisation process. The results are also contrasted depending on the type of climate: the Mediterranean catchments tend to aggravate the differences between the methods.
Introduction
In France, floods by river overflowing are the first natural risk endangering the population, with more than 17 million people exposed [1] . To reduce disaster risk and to effectively protect people, goods and infrastructures, it is essential to correctly assess and map the natural hazard at the origin of any natural disaster. In hydrology, this particular topic is called flood frequency analysis (FFA) . It aims to associate flood intensity (generally in terms of discharge) with its probability of exceedance (in terms of return period). This kind of knowledge is essential for diverse operational applications such as flood prevention or civil engineering design (dams, dykes, any construction near a river).
A quite abundant literature [2, 3] has been published on developing and comparing different FFA techniques to best estimate extreme flood intensity (T > 100 years) based on the exploitation of a limited number of flow observations (a few years or decades). In this case, the problem can be regarded as a frequency extrapolation issue. On this matter, most studies focus on fitting a probability distribution (commonly a generalised extreme value (GEV) distribution in the case of annual maximum flow sampling) to the sample data [4] . Despite substantial attention paid to the distribution fitting technique [5] [6] [7] [8] , the main limitation with this kind of local statistical approach remains the availability and amount of flow data at the site of interest [9] . Indeed, the non-linearity of hydrological processes makes the extrapolation of flood frequency curves problematic [4] . Most particularly, the presence or absence of extreme events within the observation period makes it difficult to assess the distribution skewness. In the case of the GEV distribution, the shape parameter is particularly sensitive to the sampling of flow data. This problem can lead to huge uncertainty over the estimated low-frequency quantiles.
For this reason, alternative approaches have emerged. They are based on enriching the data set with another source of information. On the one hand, pooling data from neighbouring catchments provides a more stable estimation of the distribution parameters. This can be achieved by merging local and regional data [10] or by identifying regional distributions describing the behaviour of all inner catchments [11] [12] [13] . Regional information can also be used to inform the fitting of at-site distribution [14] . These approaches remain purely statistical. On the other hand, it is possible to use a more process-based approach. In this case, rainfall information is used. This information is easier to determine due to more homogeneous phenomena and better observation. The main idea is to use both the statistical properties of rainfall and information on rainfall-runoff transformation [15] [16] [17] . In this way the non-linearity of rainfall-runoff transformation can be explicitly taken into account. For instance, a rainfall generator can be coupled to a rainfall-runoff model in order to simulate long flow time-series from which flood quantiles can be extracted [18, 19] .
As for all hydrological studies on ungauged sites, FFA without at-site data requires a regionalisation step. That is to say, it is necessary to transfer some kind of information from gauged sites where this information is known to the target ungauged site [20] . In FFA, regionalisation can be implemented in two different ways: by directly transferring the flood quantiles [21] [22] [23] or by transferring the FFA parameters. These parameters could be either statistical distribution parameters [24] [25] [26] or a rainfall-runoff parameter [27] . Another solution is the application of a regional distribution to an ungauged catchment using the regionalisation of a scaling flow index [13, 28, 29] . More generally, regionalisation methods intend to estimate an unknown variable by either inferring it from physiographic catchment descriptors [26, 30, 31] or combining the values from similar catchments [32, 33] or neighbouring ones [23, 34, 35] .
The multiplicity of regionalisation methods has led to a number of comparative studies. For instance, comparisons between quantile regionalisation and parameter regionalisation have been proposed on 237 North-Eastern USA catchments [26] and 53 Australian basins [25] . Both studies found slightly better performance for the quantile regression techniques (especially for rare events) but still consider parameter regionalisation as a useful alternative. A wide range of regionalisation techniques were comparatively applied by Merz and Blöschl [36] for distribution parameters over 575 Austrian catchments. This study highlights the good performance of methods based on both the spatial proximity of catchments and their physical characteristics.
At this stage it appears quite obvious that multiple choices have to be made when selecting an FFA method for an ungauged catchment: the FFA method, the variable to regionalise and the regionalisation technique. Indeed, numerous countries have developed their own methodological framework to unify the techniques employed by the different flood risk practitioners. This is the case of the United Kingdom [37, 38] , Spain [39] , the USA [40, 41] , Australia [42, 43] and a number of European countries [2] . Surprisingly, France does not have this kind of framework. Most of the time, operational FFAs are implemented by fitting a statistical distribution to local data in gauged sites or by estimating flood quantiles through empirical relationships called "rational" approaches [44] . Recent studies implemented a data-based comparison of diverse FFA methods used in France [9] and concluded that methods using regional data or exploiting the rainfall information should be preferred to purely at-site statistical data [18, 45] . Nevertheless, the transfer of this kind of FFA method to ungauged catchments has remained limited with only one regionalisation method tested and the performance was insufficient to draw general conclusions [45] .
The objective of the present paper was to assess the relative performance of different regionalised FFA techniques for application to ungauged catchments. Different FFA methods were applied and associated with diverse regionalisation techniques. The FFA methods were an at-site Gumbel distribution (also called GEV type I), an at-site GEV distribution fitted with a Bayesian process using a regional a priori, a regional GEV distribution fitted on pooled data (the index flood method) and a process-based simulation approach (the SHYREG method [18, 46, 47] ). To be as exhaustive as possible, different regionalisation schemes were associated with each of the FFA approaches. We considered an inverse weighted distance method, a similarity-based linear combination approach and a multiple linear regression inference. These regionalisation methods are very simple and would probably be outperformed by more sophisticated methods (e.g., kriging, non-linear inference), but the wide scope of the present comparison study required simplicity. In addition, these methods cover quite a wide range of regionalisation types (spatial interpolation, physical inference, region of influence). To produce coherent quantiles with different return periods, we chose to focus on parameter regionalisation techniques; nevertheless, a brief quantile regionalisation attempt is also discussed.
This comparison study was processed over a large set of 1535 catchments distributed throughout France. All the approaches tested were compared in a single framework independently of the nature of the methods used [9] . This framework is built on a k-fold cross-validation procedure in order to consider the different catchments in an ungauged configuration.
The following sections first describe the data set used and the different methods employed (FFA and regionalisation). The results of the study are provided in Section 3, whereas discussions and conclusions are drawn in the final two sections.
Materials and Methods

Data
Gauged Basin Information
So that general conclusions could be drawn, it was necessary to use a large and diversified set of catchments. A large number of catchments allows for reliable statistical analysis and splitting sample tests, whereas diversity in catchment types ensures the possibility of generalisation to other catchment sets. For this purpose, it appears suitable to use catchments from all over France because this country is characterised by a dense river monitoring network and diversity in terms of climate, geology and morphology.
Here, we intended to test the ability of different FFA approaches to be transferred to other sites (i.e., regionalised); consequently, it appeared more important to obtain a large data set even with a limited amount of available discharge data. We analysed maximum annual peak flow values extracted from time-series with at least 10 years of observation because peak flow is of greater interest when characterising floods for small catchments. The data were extracted from the HYDRO database [48] . Several quality indices were also extracted or calculated (indices from the database, seasonality, presence of upstream dams, spatial homogeneity, knowledge of the drainage area, replaced station) and the decision to keep or remove a catchment was taken manually on a case-to-case basis when these indices reached certain thresholds values.
Finally, 1535 gauged catchments were selected. Their location is provided on Figure 1 . It can be seen on Table 1 that drainage areas range from 1 to 10,000 km 2 . The catchment size was limited because the largest catchments are often human-impacted, gauged and consequently not within of the scope of this study. It appeared obvious that the drainage area was the first factor explaining the variability of flood magnitude. This size effect was taken into account in the different regionalisation methods by resizing all flow data from all catchments to a virtual catchment of 100 km 2 as described by Equation (1) (see for example [36] ). In this equation, Q is the resized discharge variable, Q A is the real discharge variable for a catchment of drainage area A (km 2 ) and β is a constant set to 0.8. This β value was determined by fitting a log-linear model to the frequent flood quantiles against the catchment size relationship for the whole data set. The resized flows are proportional to the specific flows. From here on, only the resized discharge values are used. Figure 1 . Location of the catchment outlets and sub-regions.
Regional (ised) Information
Different regionalisation techniques are based on catchment descriptors such as environmental variables characterising catchments but not extracted from discharge time-series. Consequently, they are assumed to be (and must be) available over the whole study area. Obviously the number, nature and quality of these descriptors mainly depend on the place where the study is conducted.
The continuous variables were averaged over all catchments and the percentage of presence of the different categorical descriptors was also extracted. For percentage data, an arcsine square root transformation [49] was used for normalization; this transformation is detailed in Equation (2), where x is the raw variable and x* the transformed variable. The different descriptors and their origin are summarised in Table 2 
The continuous variables were averaged over all catchments and the percentage of presence of the different categorical descriptors was also extracted. For percentage data, an arcsine square root transformation [49] was used for normalization; this transformation is detailed in Equation (2), where x is the raw variable and x* the transformed variable. The different descriptors and their origin are summarised in Table 2 . To work over more uniform areas, France's land area was split into several regions, which were constructed a priori according to the existing hydro-eco regions [59] . The definition of French sub-regions according to those hydro-ecoregion is somehow common in hydrology, for example, in flood analysis [10, 60] , low flows estimation [61] . To retain a sufficient number of gauge stations in each of the regions, the number of regions was limited to ten. To identify the most similar hydro-eco regions, a multiple factor analysis (MFA) was performed over all the descriptor sets where groups were defined according to the descriptor type (see Table 2 ). Reunifications were performed between neighbouring regions both in space and in the variable graph from the MFA. The resulting split is presented on Figure 1 . For the sake of comparability, the same delineation was employed for the regionalisation of the different FFA methods even if the variable at stakes were very different. The choice of a more specific delineation for each variable may be a good perspective to improve each method independently.
For a study area as diverse as France, it was useful to discriminate the results by region. Nevertheless, to limit the number of plots in the article we decided to design three macro-regions by merging some of the ten regions: These three macro-regions were only used for presentation and interpretation of the results. All raster data have been treated with the raster library [62] from the R software [63] . MFA analysis have been carried out with the FactoMineR library [64] .
FFA Methods
All the procedures implemented associate an FFA approach and a regionalisation scheme. The FFA approaches require calibration against at-site flow data. Then the regionalisation schemes estimate a value of interest at an ungauged catchment by transferring it from gauged catchments. Hereafter, this association is called a regionalised FFA. This part aims to present the different candidates for the first component.
At-Site Statistical Distribution
Fitting a probability distribution against local data is probably the most common form of FFA. It is a direct application of the extreme values theory [65] . Nevertheless, within this FFA family many different implementations exist.
In the present case, we decided to use annual maxima data, fitted with a GEV distribution, which seems to be a common choice for French catchments [9, 45] . The cumulative distribution function of the GEV distribution is provided by Equations (3) and (4), where F(x; µ, σ, ξ) is the cumulative distribution function, µ the location parameter, σ the scale parameter and ξ the shape parameter.
Since the shape parameter is difficult to estimate with short records and has a great impact on large return period quantiles, we imposed a zero value. This two-free-parameter distribution is called the Gumbel distribution (or GEV type I). This choice appears to be more satisfactory than a three-free-parameter GEV distribution fitted with only at-site data [45] . The distribution was fitted with a Bayesian approach using non-informative flat priors for both parameters. In all cases when a Bayesian procedure was used, a metropolis sampler [66] was employed to determine the posterior distribution of each parameter. The GEV likelihood function is extracted from the evd library [67] . This FFA method is denoted GUMBEL throughout this article.
Local-Regional Statistical Distribution
To observe the impact of the complexity of the distribution, a three-parameter GEV distribution was used (see Equations (3) and (4) . To deal with the difficulty estimating the shape parameter, a Bayesian local-regional approach was employed [14, 45] . The main objective was to enrich the local information with regional information to constrain the fitting process. In this Bayesian procedure, regional information was used as priors and the local data as observation. The final GEV parameters were derived from the posterior distribution:
•
The GEV distribution was fitted at each site using only local data with a Bayesian procedure (with a flat prior for both the location and scale parameters and a normal prior with a 0.25 mean and standard deviation for the shape parameter).
Each GEV parameter was related to catchment descriptors by a linear regression (independently in each of the ten regions).
A new GEV distribution was fitted using a Bayesian approach, using informative priors based on the results of the regression. This FFA method is denoted GEV_LR throughout the article.
Regional Distribution
The index flood procedure [13, 68] is a regional approach which intends to pool the observations from all catchments in a given region so that a single regional frequency distribution curve (i.e., the growth curve) can be obtained. To handle local and size effects, all data from a gauged catchment must be un-dimensionalised by a local index (the so-called index flood), and the growth curve is a dimensionless probability distribution. The pooling of different sites increases the quantity of data and makes it possible to fit a distribution more reliably [69] . To make predictions on ungauged sites, the index flood needs to be regionalised, a commonly applied procedure [28, 29, 37, 70] .
The history of the index flood method in France is quite limited (nonetheless, an example over a limited study area can be found in [10] ), contrary to the United Kingdom, for instance, where national guidance has been drawn up [38, 71] . The development and design of a more complete, high-performance and presumably complex index flood procedure is not within the scope of this paper. Here the aim was to investigate the relative merits of different FFA and regionalisation approaches. Consequently, we adopted a very simple procedure. First, the national land area was divided into ten regions identical to those presented in Section 2.1.1. By making this choice, we assumed that a physical similarity between catchments is equivalent to a hydrological similarity, which is obviously questionable [72] . Nevertheless, the French hydro-eco regions are commonly used as hydrologically similar regions [10, 60] . To ensure independency between the events, only flood events at least 3 days apart were pooled in each region. For each catchment, the index flood was chosen as the mean maximum annual flood. The growth curve was derived by fitting a GEV distribution to the pooled data using the same procedure than for local procedure (see Section 2.2.1). This growth curve is assumed to describe the probability of exceedance of dimensionless floods in the whole region.
At this point, it should be remembered that the size effect had already been removed using resized flows, so the index flow only accounted for local effects. The use of resized flows is generally not necessary for the index flow procedure but was adopted here for the sake of homogeneity with other approaches. The objective of the regionalisation was then to estimate the index flood in the different ungauged catchments.
This method is denoted INDEX FLOOD throughout the article.
Process-Based Method
The application and development of the SHYREG process-based and simulation approach has a long history in France [52, [73] [74] [75] . The quantile estimation is conducted in three stages:
•
A fully regionalised at-site stochastic rainfall generator is used to simulate long series of rainfall events at any point in France (kilometric resolution) at an hourly time-step. The development, calibration, regionalisation and validation of this generator have been the object of numerous studies [47, [76] [77] [78] and are not within the scope of this paper. This generator is included in national guidance for rainfall prediction in France [79] .
• A conceptual, hourly and event-based rainfall-runoff model with two reservoirs transforms at-site rainfall events into at-site flood events at the kilometric resolution. This model is a simple GR-type model [80, 81] with a single parameter to calibrate. It is composed of a production reservoir whose capacity is related to hydrogeology, a routing reservoir with a uniform capacity and a 2-h unit hydrograph [46] . During a rainfall event, the production reservoir retains water and progressively saturates. This progressive saturation of the model simulates a non-linear rainfall-runoff transformation which can be related to the progressive saturation of the catchment. For more extreme events, saturation becomes complete and all the exceeding water participates in runoff. In this case, the runoff is controlled by the rainfall information. The only calibrated parameter of this model is the initial filling of this production reservoir. At-site flood quantiles are extracted directly from the empirical distribution of flood events.
•
The at-site flood quantiles are aggregated to catchment outlets using an areal reduction function solely depending on the drainage area and the simulation time-step [46] . The calibration of the model aims to determine which specific flows (associated with a certain value of the parameter) should be aggregated to minimise the error between the 2-, 5-and 10-year return period SHYREG-simulated quantiles and GEV quantiles for flood peaks and daily flows. The optimal value of the parameter is then attributed to the whole catchment.
The SHYREG flood quantiles (in gauged sites) were evaluated in previous studies [18, 45] , which demonstrated the high stability of the approach regarding calibration data and better accuracy than at-site distribution fitting, especially regarding high return period quantiles.
Another advantage of the SHYREG method is its capacity to simulate multiple time-step quantiles (from peak flow to 3-day flows) with a single calibration parameter. That is why it is calibrated with both daily and peak flows. Consequently, a single regionalisation is needed, whereas other FFA approaches would require a different implementation and regionalisation for each time-step.
Regionalisation Schemes
This section aims to present the candidate techniques used to transfer FFA to ungauged sites. To be able to assess the ability of the different approaches to perform in ungauged basins, one must use observed data, which do not exist in these ungauged catchments. Consequently, a part of the catchment set can be considered as falsely ungauged and its data used solely to calculate validation indices. We define two types of catchments:
• Donor catchments: sites where all data were assumed to be available; they could be used to calibrate both the FFA and the regionalisation method.
•
Target catchments: sites where the flood quantiles were to be estimated; the discharge data could only be used to perform validation.
The most common donor/target split is probably the leave-one-out cross-validation. In this approach, each gauged catchment is alternatively used as the target and estimation is performed by running the whole procedure using the other basins as donors. This kind of procedure was judged computationally too costly due to the number of methods implemented. In addition, considering the size of the catchment set it is assumed that the removal of a single basin would not affect the design of the regionalisation scheme. To overcome these issues, we adopt a lighter k-fold cross-validation procedure. In this case, 90% of the catchments are used as donors, whereas the remaining 10% are the target sites where validation is performed. The procedure is repeated ten times, so each catchment is used as a target at some point. Consequently, by recombining the quantile estimations, it is possible to obtain a set of quantile estimations for each catchment considered as ungauged.
We also tested more data-scarce configurations by decreasing the percentage of available donors (from 90% to 33%) to evaluate the impact of the river monitoring network density on the performance of the regionalised FFA. In all cases, the samples were randomly selected in each of the ten sub-regions to ensure a smooth spatial distribution of donor and target sites.
One should keep in mind that each catchment was alternatively used as donor and target (in different sampling applications). The same sampling methods were applied for all the regionalised FFAs.
It should be noted that leave-one-out procedures were occasionally employed to calibrate the regionalisation schemes. In this case the only catchments used were the donors, and no validation was involved.
Spatial Proximity
Regionalisation based on spatial proximity assumes that close sites will be more similar than more distant sites. The methods range from the simple inverse distance weighted method to the more complex kriging method [23, 34] . In comparative studies, the spatial proximity method demonstrated their good performance over purely physical regionalisation [35, 36, 82] .
Here we adopted a simple inverse distance-weighted procedure. The value of interest at a target site was estimated by linear combination between the neighbouring donor catchments. The distance is measured between the centroids of the catchments. The approach is summed up by Equations (5) and (6), whereθ i is the estimation of the variable of interest at the target site i, θ j is the known value of the variable of interest at the jth closest donor catchment (among n available donor catchments), w ij is the weight attributed to donor site j for the estimation of that target site, α is a constant and d ij is the Euclidian distance between the centroids of catchments i and j.
In the present case, α was automatically optimised to best reproduce the variable of interest at the donor sites (leave-one-out procedure among the donor catchments) and different values of n, the number of donor catchments to be included in the neighbourhood, were implemented. This kind of spatial proximity regionalisation can be seen as a sort of region of influence approach [33] , where the similarity measure is based only on proximity.
The same method was also used to implement a spatial interpolation of the regression residuals in the regression-based regionalisation presented below.
Similarity Pooling
The second regionalisation method was also a region-of-influence approach [33] , but this time the selection of donor catchments was based on a similarity measure. Several similarity metrics have been published in the literature: they are generally defined as an Euclidian distance in a hyperspace defined by various catchment descriptors, the number and types of these descriptors being based on expert judgement or a trial-and-error procedure [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] . The regionalisation can also be described by Equations (5) and (6), but this time n is the number of similar catchments in the pool and d ij is the distance between the ith target site and its jth most similar site in the hyperspace.
In the present study, for the sake of reproducibility and generalisation we implemented a procedure of automatic selection of the descriptors. This procedure is intended to select the set of descriptors providing the best estimation (in the sense of the root mean square error) of the value of interest at the donor catchments by means of a leave-one-out procedure among these donors. The same set of descriptors was then used to estimate the same value at the target sites. This is a stepwise procedure testing the progressive addition or removal of the different descriptors in the similarity metrics. When a metric is tested, the distance matrix between all the donor catchments is calculated (according to the metric) and for each of these basins the n most similar ones are selected. Therefore, given this metric it is possible to estimate the value of interest at each basin and to calculate an error criterion. The addition or removal of a variable from the previously selected metric is decided according to the progression of this error criterion. This procedure is very similar to the stepwise algorithm commonly employed for covariate selection in a linear regression, the main differences being the structure of the model and the leave-one-out context, which is not systematic in the case of linear regressions.
Regression-Based Method
The objective of regression-based regionalisation is to explain the value of the variable of interest with catchment descriptors instead of combining values from selected donor catchments. Many examples of regressions can be found for the regionalisation of flood quantiles [25, 26, 87] , the probability distribution parameter [25, 26, 36] , the hydrological model parameter [30, 31, 35] or the index flood [70] . Different methods have been developed and proposed to enhance the predictive power of these regressions: variable transformation [87] , regression over smaller regions [88] , generalised linear models [21] , regression over principle components [30] , Bayesian models [25] and spatial regression [26] .
Here we adopted an ordinary least square linear model as described in Equation (7), whereθ i is the estimated variable of interest at the ith target site, β j (j between 0 and p) is the regression parameter to determine, p is the number of covariates used (i.e., catchment descriptors) and x k,i is the value of the kth covariate at the ith target site. The regressions were alternatively fitted on the whole study area and on each of the ten regions described on Figure 1 .
The covariates to be included in the model were selected using a common algorithm which progressively tests the benefits of adding or removing a covariate to the model. The selection criterion used is the Akaike Criterion Information [89] , whose benefit is to penalise models with too many variables. In all cases, the stepwise algorithm was implemented over the set of donor catchments and then the selected model was applied to the target sites.
To account for some non-linear relationships with the covariates, log-transformations of the variable of interest and/or covariates were also tested.
Regression analysis have been implemented with the stats library [63] for the R software.
Evaluation Criterion
The present analysis focused on the evaluation of flood quantiles in ungauged sites. Consequently, the different evaluations were only performed on quantiles estimated in target sites. We used three criteria:
•
The R 2 criterion evaluated the goodness-of-fit between two estimations in many sites of the same value.
The FF score evaluates the reliability of the method by analyzing the probability associated by the method to the maximum observed flow.
The SPAN score evaluates the stability of the method regarding calibration data.
Reproduction of Quantiles
To evaluate the similarity between two sets of quantiles, we calculated the R 2 coefficient [90] (p. 27), which is described by Equation (8) . In this equation,Q is the estimated quantile for a given return period at site i, Q re f is a reference quantile and Q re f the average of reference quantiles over the N sites where the evaluation is to be performed. The R 2 optimal value is 1.
This kind of evaluation has limitations. Indeed, reference quantiles associated with long return periods are a priori difficult to choose. Here, reference quantiles were chosen in two different ways depending on the assessment objectives:
• To assess the accuracy of quantiles associated with low return periods, we assumed that the locally estimated GEV_LR approach is accurate in the observation field (T ≤ 10 years) and is used as a reference to evaluate quantile estimates from other approaches (used in Table 3 ).
•
To assess how well the regionalisation is able to reproduce the quantile estimated locally, the reference quantile of a given FFA is the local quantiles of this FFA. In this case the value of R 2 does not inform on the accuracy of the regional approach because the quantile evaluated locally can be inaccurate. It can be seen as an evaluation of the stability regarding regionalisation (used in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.2).
The R 2 values were first calculated in a k-fold cross-validation configuration where 90% of the catchments were used as donors to compare the different regionalised FFAs. Then, to study the impact of the river monitoring network density, it was recalculated with successively 80%, 67%, 50% and 33% of the donor catchments. 
Reliability of Rare Quantiles
The reliability of the different models for long return periods was evaluated with the FF index [9] . The FF value is actually the probability of non-exceedance associated by the model with the maximum observed flow. With appropriate transformation and under the reliability hypothesis, it can be demonstrated (see [9] for more details) that this value is the realisation of an uniform distribution between 0 and 1. In a probability-probability plot, this theoretical distribution is represented by the first bisector. The idea is to evaluate the deviation between the empirical distribution of the transformed FF values over all the sites and the theoretical one. As described by [9] , the shape of the FF distribution around the first bisector in a pp-plot is representative of the behaviour of the model. A curve above the bisector shows a tendency of the model to overestimate the flows, whereas a curve below the bisector is associated with a tendency to underestimate.
A synthetic FF score can be computed as one minus the area between the empirical distribution of FF and its theoretical distribution under the reliability hypothesis (i.e., the first bisector). This optimal value of this FF score is 1.
The FF curves were calculated in a k-fold cross-validation configuration where 90% of the catchments are used as donors.
Stability
The stability of the models regarding calibration data was evaluated with the SPAN index [9] . To calculate this index, it is necessary to evaluate the quantiles at the same catchments from two different data sets. We then compute the SPAN score to assess the difference between the two estimations. The SPAN calculation is described by Equation (9), where Q T i (e1) is the flood quantile of return period T, estimated at the ith site using only dataset e1. The SPAN score is related to the mean absolute relative deviation between two estimations of the same quantile made with two different datasets.
For the present studies, the catchment set was split into three same-size parts by random selection. The first two parts were used as two different donor sets while the third one was the target set in both cases. We get two different estimations of the quantiles for the catchments in the target set. The process is repeated three times so that each subset is alternatively used as the target set. A synthetic index over the whole catchment set is achieved by calculating one minus the average of the deviations at each site. The optimum of this SPAN score is 1, it indicates that the model reaches the same quantiles estimation whereas it is calibrated with different datasets. Such a model can be considered very stable. Nevertheless, the SPAN score does not evaluate the accuracy of the estimations.
Results
At-Site FFA
The very first step of the study was to calibrate all the FFA implementations for all sites using the whole set of local data. The R 2 and synthetic FF score resulting from this calibration are presented in Table 3 for the whole study area and discriminated according to the three zones. The GEV_LR approach is used as a reference to calculate the R 2 values. The R 2 values suggested good similarity between the estimated 10-year return period quantiles, especially between the GEV_LR and the GUMBEL approaches. This is logical considering they are two distributions from the same family. In addition, the shape parameter mainly influences the upper tail of the distribution and only slightly the 10-year quantile.
One should keep in mind that the FF score values in Table 3 are not a validation. This would require temporal data sampling, as was done in [45, 91] . Here the FF score plot only gives insight into the overall behaviour of the methods (tendency to under-or overestimation, over-parameterisation, etc.). In contrast, in the following sections all results are estimations in ungauged sites and are presented for validation catchments.
According to the FF score, the GUMBEL implementation first appeared to be the most satisfactory. Nevertheless, an analysis of the shape of the FF plots (not shown here) over the different zones suggested that the GUMBEL implementation tended to overestimate quantiles for the plains zone and to underestimate them for the mountainous and Mediterranean zones (probably due to the shape parameter imposed at zero, which prevents any heavy-tailed configuration). Other FFAs had a tendency to overestimate extreme quantiles over the whole area. This result could be linked to the use of many catchments with limited time-series (i.e., with quite low maximum observed flow in general).
Reproduction of At-Site Quantiles
The application of the different regionalisation schemes to the four FFA approaches led to a wide panel of quantile estimations for each catchment. To evaluate the overall capacity of each FFA to be regionalised, we pooled the R 2 criterion of all the regionalisation techniques implemented. This criterion quantifies the goodness-of-fit between an at-site estimated quantile and the one estimated when the catchment is considered ungauged. The R 2 value represents the degree of change related to the regionalisation step. The distribution of this criterion for each FFA method is presented on Figure 2 . According to this figure, whatever the regionalisation method, the SHYREG quantiles are less affected by the regionalisation process than those from the other three FFAs. In addition, when changing the regionalisation scheme the variability of the R 2 criterion is lower in the SHYREG case. The difference is greater for 100-year quantiles (Figure 2b ) than for 10-year quantiles (Figure 2a ). This result shows that even if the regionalisation stage is responsible for a substantial decrease of the quality of the quantiles, the regionalisation method is not the only impacting factor. Actually, some FFA methods, like SHYREG, appear to be more stable regarding regionalisation.
Geosciences 2017, 7, 88 12 of 24 the regionalisation step. The distribution of this criterion for each FFA method is presented on Figure  2 . According to this figure, whatever the regionalisation method, the SHYREG quantiles are less affected by the regionalisation process than those from the other three FFAs. In addition, when changing the regionalisation scheme the variability of the R 2 criterion is lower in the SHYREG case. The difference is greater for 100-year quantiles ( Figure 2b ) than for 10-year quantiles (Figure 2a ). This result shows that even if the regionalisation stage is responsible for a substantial decrease of the quality of the quantiles, the regionalisation method is not the only impacting factor. Actually, some FFA methods, like SHYREG, appear to be more stable regarding regionalisation. To provide a more in-depth analysis of the different regionalised FFAs, it appears to be necessary to select only one regionalisation technique for each FFA method. This selection is delicate. Indeed, the best method differs depending on the evaluation criterion and the parameter to be regionalised. Consequently, a balance needs to be found between accuracy and stability. In a general way, it can be said that in terms of stability the simplest methods (in terms of the number of parameters) yield the best performance. However, accuracy was better for regionalisation based on both spatial proximity and physical characteristics (i.e., regression with different equations on the regions and/or spatial interpolation of residuals). The final regionalisation selection was made on a case-by-case basis, favouring accuracy over stability, and is a quite subjective step. In all cases, the selected regionalisation schemes are based on different regressions in different regions, and sometimes a spatial interpolation of the residuals seems to be useful. The details of the different regionalisation methods for all the parameters of the FFAs are provided in table 4 where the descriptors' names correspond to those in table 2. We will now consider only the quantiles estimated through the selected regionalisations. To provide a more in-depth analysis of the different regionalised FFAs, it appears to be necessary to select only one regionalisation technique for each FFA method. This selection is delicate. Indeed, the best method differs depending on the evaluation criterion and the parameter to be regionalised. Consequently, a balance needs to be found between accuracy and stability. In a general way, it can be said that in terms of stability the simplest methods (in terms of the number of parameters) yield the best performance. However, accuracy was better for regionalisation based on both spatial proximity and physical characteristics (i.e., regression with different equations on the regions and/or spatial interpolation of residuals). The final regionalisation selection was made on a case-by-case basis, favouring accuracy over stability, and is a quite subjective step. In all cases, the selected regionalisation schemes are based on different regressions in different regions, and sometimes a spatial interpolation of the residuals seems to be useful. The details of the different regionalisation methods for all the parameters of the FFAs are provided in Table 4 where the descriptors' names correspond to those in Table 2 . We will now consider only the quantiles estimated through the selected regionalisations. It can be seen in Table 4 that the shape parameter of the GEV_LR and the SHYREG parameter are more difficult to estimate than the others, and in both cases spatial interpolation of the regression residuals was not considered beneficial. It should also be noted that climatic descriptors are mainly selected when regionalising the parameters of the statistical FFA methods. In contrast, few climatic descriptors were selected to explain the variability of the SHYREG parameter. This can be explained because the SHYREG inherently integrates rainfall information. In addition, some descriptors are more selected in certain regions, demonstrating that they are useful to discriminate different hydrological behaviours inside the region. This is the case for the density of drainage networks in the Central plains and Lorraine-Burgundy regions, the rainfall intensity in the SE foothills and Mediterranean arc and also of the presence of sandy soil in the Aquitaine region. In the latter, it is assumed that the HGsand descriptor discriminates the Landes area on the west coast of Aquitaine, which is characterised by a high infiltration of rain water due to the presence of sands. One can also note that the drainage area of the catchment is selected as a descriptor in two regions (SE foothills and Aquitaine). This result is a bit surprising since all discharge data have been reduced by the area according to Equation (1) . In fact, the 0.8 coefficient used in Equation (1) might not be the most suitable one for all regions, and the drainage area might keep some explanatory power despite the reduction.
Comparison of Regionalised FFAs
The comparison of the four regionalised FFAs regarding the three criteria (FF, R 2 , SPAN) are presented on Figures 3-5.
Reliability of Rare Quantiles
The FF plots are presented on Figure 3 for all of France and each of the three zones. It should be remembered that the FF criterion is calculated by comparing a model (here a frequency curve estimated by different regionalised FFAs without using at-site data) and observed at-site data. Figure 3 a shows that overall the FFs are quite similar (the area between the FF curves and the first bisector is quite the same) even if some differences in terms of shape are observed. For example, all implementations but SHYREG presented some catchments with an FF value of 1. This value is associated with a model unable to reach a flow as high as the maximum observed flow. Consequently, the tendency of the SHYREG FF curves to catch up to the first bisector for high FF values is a clear advantage. Nevertheless, SHYREG has a tendency to overestimate the quantiles. All implementations had a large number of catchments (around 20%) associated with a null FF value, indicating a frequency curve above the maximum observed flow and consequently a scaling issue in the regionalisation process.
It can be seen in table 4 that the shape parameter of the GEV_LR and the SHYREG parameter are more difficult to estimate than the others, and in both cases spatial interpolation of the regression residuals was not considered beneficial. It should also be noted that climatic descriptors are mainly selected when regionalising the parameters of the statistical FFA methods. In contrast, few climatic descriptors were selected to explain the variability of the SHYREG parameter. This can be explained because the SHYREG inherently integrates rainfall information. In addition, some descriptors are more selected in certain regions, demonstrating that they are useful to discriminate different hydrological behaviours inside the region. This is the case for the density of drainage networks in the Central plains and Lorraine-Burgundy regions, the rainfall intensity in the SE foothills and Mediterranean arc and also of the presence of sandy soil in the Aquitaine region. In the latter, it is assumed that the HGsand descriptor discriminates the Landes area on the west coast of Aquitaine, which is characterised by a high infiltration of rain water due to the presence of sands. One can also note that the drainage area of the catchment is selected as a descriptor in two regions (SE foothills and Aquitaine). This result is a bit surprising since all discharge data have been reduced by the area according to Equation (1) . In fact, the 0.8 coefficient used in Equation (1) might not be the most suitable one for all regions, and the drainage area might keep some explanatory power despite the reduction.
Comparison of Regionalised FFAs
Reliability of Rare Quantiles
The FF plots are presented on Figure 3 for all of France and each of the three zones. It should be remembered that the FF criterion is calculated by comparing a model (here a frequency curve estimated by different regionalised FFAs without using at-site data) and observed at-site data. Figure  3 a shows that overall the FFs are quite similar (the area between the FF curves and the first bisector is quite the same) even if some differences in terms of shape are observed. For example, all implementations but SHYREG presented some catchments with an FF value of 1. This value is associated with a model unable to reach a flow as high as the maximum observed flow. Consequently, the tendency of the SHYREG FF curves to catch up to the first bisector for high FF values is a clear advantage. Nevertheless, SHYREG has a tendency to overestimate the quantiles. All implementations had a large number of catchments (around 20%) associated with a null FF value, indicating a frequency curve above the maximum observed flow and consequently a scaling issue in the regionalisation process. The discrimination of results by zone (Figure 3b-d) is also valuable. Over the plains zone the four implementations show a very similar behaviour as at the national scale. On the other hand, the mountainous and mainly Mediterranean zones discriminate the approaches better. Over the mountainous zone, SHYREG seems to outperform the other approaches by fitting the first diagonal a bit better, whereas the other approaches are qualified by a large number of catchments with FFs at 1 (more than 15% for GUMBEL). Over the Mediterranean zone, the GEV_LR implementation appears to be the most suitable, whereas the GUMBEL implementation appears to be unable to estimate the extreme flows. It can also be noted that the SHYREG implementations tended to overestimate the extreme quantiles, whereas the INDEX FLOOD underestimated them. These results are similar to that obtained in [45] for at-site estimations of daily quantiles (i.e., using the at-site daily discharge data to calibrate the FFA model), but the overall performance is obviously deteriorated by the regionalisation process (i.e., the non-use of at-site discharge data).
Reproduction of At-Site Estimated Quantiles
The R 2 values for all of France and the different zones are exhibited on Figure 4 . It should be remembered that the R 2 criterion evaluates the regionalisation error by comparing quantiles locally estimated with at-site discharge data and quantiles estimated from regionalisation when the catchment is used as the target site and considered ungauged. Graphs are only plotted for return period until 100 years since the reproduction of at-site-estimated quantiles for larger return periods would not be indicative. Figure 4 a shows the R 2 value for all of France. The variability of R 2 with the return period shows different behaviours. On the one hand, mainly the GEV_LR implementation is characterised by a decreasing R 2 value with the return period. This can be attributed to the sensitivity of rare quantiles to the shape parameter and the difficulty regionalising this parameter. This hypothesis is confirmed by the relative stability of the GUMBEL and INDEX FLOOD curves for which the shape parameter is not estimated by regionalisation. On the other hand, the R 2 associated with the SHYREG quantiles increases as the return period increases. This non-intuitive result is due to the structure of the SHYREG model: the calibrated parameter is the initial filling of the production reservoir, so the more extreme the event, the lower the impact of this parameter is. Actually, once the reservoir is saturated, the intensity of flood events only depends on the simulation of rainfall and not at all on the calibrated parameter. Consequently, SHYREG's long return period quantiles are less sensitive to calibration than frequent quantiles. This effect is even more pronounced over the mountainous (figure 4d) and mostly Mediterranean regions (figure 4c) where more intense precipitations are recorded, resulting in more frequent saturation of the production reservoir. In The discrimination of results by zone (Figure 3b-d) is also valuable. Over the plains zone the four implementations show a very similar behaviour as at the national scale. On the other hand, the mountainous and mainly Mediterranean zones discriminate the approaches better. Over the mountainous zone, SHYREG seems to outperform the other approaches by fitting the first diagonal a bit better, whereas the other approaches are qualified by a large number of catchments with FFs at 1 (more than 15% for GUMBEL). Over the Mediterranean zone, the GEV_LR implementation appears to be the most suitable, whereas the GUMBEL implementation appears to be unable to estimate the extreme flows. It can also be noted that the SHYREG implementations tended to overestimate the extreme quantiles, whereas the INDEX FLOOD underestimated them. These results are similar to that obtained in [45] for at-site estimations of daily quantiles (i.e., using the at-site daily discharge data to calibrate the FFA model), but the overall performance is obviously deteriorated by the regionalisation process (i.e., the non-use of at-site discharge data).
The R 2 values for all of France and the different zones are exhibited on Figure 4 . It should be remembered that the R 2 criterion evaluates the regionalisation error by comparing quantiles locally estimated with at-site discharge data and quantiles estimated from regionalisation when the catchment is used as the target site and considered ungauged. Graphs are only plotted for return period until 100 years since the reproduction of at-site-estimated quantiles for larger return periods would not be indicative. Figure 4a shows the R 2 value for all of France. The variability of R 2 with the return period shows different behaviours. On the one hand, mainly the GEV_LR implementation is characterised by a decreasing R 2 value with the return period. This can be attributed to the sensitivity of rare quantiles to the shape parameter and the difficulty regionalising this parameter. This hypothesis is confirmed by the relative stability of the GUMBEL and INDEX FLOOD curves for which the shape parameter is not estimated by regionalisation. On the other hand, the R 2 associated with the SHYREG quantiles increases as the return period increases. This non-intuitive result is due to the structure of the SHYREG model: the calibrated parameter is the initial filling of the production reservoir, so the more extreme the event, the lower the impact of this parameter is. Actually, once the reservoir is saturated, the intensity of flood events only depends on the simulation of rainfall and not at all on the calibrated parameter. Consequently, SHYREG's long return period quantiles are less sensitive to calibration than frequent quantiles. This effect is even more pronounced over the mountainous (Figure 4d ) and mostly Mediterranean regions (Figure 4c ) where more intense precipitations are recorded, resulting in more frequent saturation of the production reservoir. In contrast, the GEV_LR, GUMBEL and INDEX FLOOD quantiles are even more sensitive to data sampling in these regions. The plains zone is characterised by a smaller difference between SHYREG and the other regionalised FFAs because precipitation is less likely to saturate the production reservoir.
Geosciences 2017, 7, 88 16 of 24 contrast, the GEV_LR, GUMBEL and INDEX FLOOD quantiles are even more sensitive to data sampling in these regions. The plains zone is characterised by a smaller difference between SHYREG and the other regionalised FFAs because precipitation is less likely to saturate the production reservoir. 
Stability
The SPAN values are presented on Figure 5 . The SPAN reflects the stability of the methods regarding the sampling of donor catchments; it is calculated by comparing the values given by the same model calibrated with two different donor sets. A rapid observation of the four plots on Figure  5 shows that SHYREG is more stable to donor sampling than the other approaches. This result becomes even more obvious if the return period considered is long. This result can be linked to the low dependency between rare SHYREG quantiles and the calibration method (see the explanation of the R 2 values in the previous section). The other three regionalised FFAs appeared to have very similar stability when calculating the criterion over the whole study area (Figure 5a ). When observing the SPAN values for the different sub-zones, it seems that the same observations can be made for the mountainous and plains catchments (Figure 5b) . However, the Mediterranean and mountainous area (Figure 5c,d ) exhibited a very different behaviour. First of all, Mediterranean catchments are characterised by lower stability of their quantiles estimates whatever the FFA. Then, SHYREG is largely superior to any other implementation in terms of stability, whatever the quantile. The GEV_LR 
The SPAN values are presented on Figure 5 . The SPAN reflects the stability of the methods regarding the sampling of donor catchments; it is calculated by comparing the values given by the same model calibrated with two different donor sets. A rapid observation of the four plots on Figure 5 shows that SHYREG is more stable to donor sampling than the other approaches. This result becomes even more obvious if the return period considered is long. This result can be linked to the low dependency between rare SHYREG quantiles and the calibration method (see the explanation of the R 2 values in the previous section). The other three regionalised FFAs appeared to have very similar stability when calculating the criterion over the whole study area (Figure 5a ). When observing the SPAN values for the different sub-zones, it seems that the same observations can be made for the mountainous and plains catchments (Figure 5b) . However, the Mediterranean and mountainous area (Figure 5c,d ) exhibited a very different behaviour. First of all, Mediterranean catchments are characterised by lower stability of their quantiles estimates whatever the FFA. Then, SHYREG is largely superior to any other implementation in terms of stability, whatever the quantile. The GEV_LR quantiles with a low return period were more stable than those on the high return period, which is an illustration of how difficult it is to calibrate and to regionalise the shape parameter. The stability of GUMBEL and INDEX FLOOD implementations did not seem to be affected by the return period.
Geosciences 2017, 7, 88 17 of 24 quantiles with a low return period were more stable than those on the high return period, which is an illustration of how difficult it is to calibrate and to regionalise the shape parameter. The stability of GUMBEL and INDEX FLOOD implementations did not seem to be affected by the return period. 
Impact of the Number of Available Donors
Up to this point, the French hydrological monitoring network was used as much as possible to calibrate and regionalise the FFAs. Nevertheless, the use of the very dense network could limit the generalisation of the results presented to other study areas. Therefore, the different regionalised FFAs were calibrated and regionalised using only a fraction of the available donor catchments (k-fold analysis). For each FFA, the same regionalisation scheme was employed (identical to the previous cases), whatever the number of available donors. Figure 6 shows the R 2 criterion calculated for each regionalised FFA using only a percentage of the available donors. For better readability, only the R 2 values associated with the 10-year and 100-year quantiles are presented. It can be noted that the case using 90% of the catchments as donors is the one presented in the previous sections. 
Up to this point, the French hydrological monitoring network was used as much as possible to calibrate and regionalise the FFAs. Nevertheless, the use of the very dense network could limit the generalisation of the results presented to other study areas. Therefore, the different regionalised FFAs were calibrated and regionalised using only a fraction of the available donor catchments (k-fold analysis). For each FFA, the same regionalisation scheme was employed (identical to the previous cases), whatever the number of available donors. Figure 6 shows the R 2 criterion calculated for each regionalised FFA using only a percentage of the available donors. For better readability, only the R 2 values associated with the 10-year and 100-year quantiles are presented. It can be noted that the case using 90% of the catchments as donors is the one presented in the previous sections. Figure 6 shows that the GEV_LR, GUMBEL and INDEX FLOOD experienced some R 2 loss due to the decrease of available donors. For the GEV_LR implementation, this loss is even more visible for high return period quantiles (1000-year quantiles). It can also be seen that the criterion values are not systematically ranked according to the number of available donors; this was attributed to random regionalisation error, and we assumed that a more systemic approach (performing numerous resamplings of the donors) would attenuate this effect. The SHYREG implementation suffered less from the decrease in donor availability: an R 2 criterion loss was only observed for low return period quantiles (10-year quantiles), which again illustrates that extreme SHYREG quantiles rely mostly on rainfall simulation and not on calibration against discharge data.
Discussion
From the different results exhibited here it can be claimed that the SHYREG simulation-based approach exhibits behaviour quite different from the three other FFA methods tested. This is actually not surprising due to the structural differences between the methods. SHYREG is a simulation-based process based on the generation of numerous rainy and flood events, whereas the others perform probability distribution fitting over discharge data.
The main differences exhibited in the previous section can be related to the behaviour towards the long return periods of the different approaches tested:
•
In the SHYREG simulation, the only parameter calibrated against discharge data is the initial filling of the production reservoir. This parameter was not very well estimated by regionalisation. The reservoir can become saturated for extreme floods; consequently, the most extreme events simulated by SHYREG does not strongly depend on the calibrated parameter. This means that in the SHYREG simulation the calibration is used to position the start of the frequency curve (i.e., low return periods), whereas the asymptotic behaviour is based almost completely on the rainfall simulation. Consequently, the upper tail of the simulated distribution is only slightly affected by regionalisation errors (contrary to the lower tail). This point explains why the stability of the regionalised SHYREG quantiles appears to increase as the return period increases (very stable extreme quantile and variable frequent quantiles), and why these extreme regionalised quantiles are very similar to the calibrated quantiles. In addition, thanks to an extensive work on rainfall analysis [47, 76, 92, 93] , SHYREG benefits from an accurate rainfall information [78] even in ungauged sites. It is not the case for other approaches, and it makes it less dependent its regionalised parameter. Figure 6 shows that the GEV_LR, GUMBEL and INDEX FLOOD experienced some R 2 loss due to the decrease of available donors. For the GEV_LR implementation, this loss is even more visible for high return period quantiles (1000-year quantiles). It can also be seen that the criterion values are not systematically ranked according to the number of available donors; this was attributed to random regionalisation error, and we assumed that a more systemic approach (performing numerous re-samplings of the donors) would attenuate this effect. The SHYREG implementation suffered less from the decrease in donor availability: an R 2 criterion loss was only observed for low return period quantiles (10-year quantiles), which again illustrates that extreme SHYREG quantiles rely mostly on rainfall simulation and not on calibration against discharge data.
Discussion
•
In the SHYREG simulation, the only parameter calibrated against discharge data is the initial filling of the production reservoir. This parameter was not very well estimated by regionalisation. The reservoir can become saturated for extreme floods; consequently, the most extreme events simulated by SHYREG does not strongly depend on the calibrated parameter. This means that in the SHYREG simulation the calibration is used to position the start of the frequency curve (i.e., low return periods), whereas the asymptotic behaviour is based almost completely on the rainfall simulation. Consequently, the upper tail of the simulated distribution is only slightly affected by regionalisation errors (contrary to the lower tail). This point explains why the stability of the regionalised SHYREG quantiles appears to increase as the return period increases (very stable extreme quantile and variable frequent quantiles), and why these extreme regionalised quantiles are very similar to the calibrated quantiles. In addition, thanks to an extensive work on rainfall analysis [47, 76, 92, 93] , SHYREG benefits from an accurate rainfall information [78] even in ungauged sites. It is not the case for other approaches, and it makes it less dependent its regionalised parameter.
The asymptotic behaviour of a GEV distribution is highly controlled by the shape parameter. Not only is this parameter challenging to estimate using at-site data because it is very sensitive to sampling, but it is also more difficult to regionalise than the other two (the second issue can probably be related to the first one). This means that the upper tail of the flood distribution suffers significantly from regionalisation errors. This is the reason why the stability of GEV_LR-estimated quantiles appears to decrease when considering longer return periods.
In the GUMBEL approach, a null shape parameter is imposed. Consequently, the shape of the flood distribution, and especially its skewness, remains quite stable even during the regionalisation process. Nevertheless, the GUMBEL distribution is not flexible enough to describe the dynamics of the most responsive catchments (i.e., Mediterranean catchments), which can explain why it has a tendency to underestimate extreme quantiles over the Mediterranean zone.
The INDEX FLOOD approach is supposed to overcome the issues of stability (exhibited by the GEV_LR implementation) and flexibility (exhibited by the GUMBEL case) by considering regional distribution and local scaling indexes. Its stability does not depend on the return period considered. The comparison of the growth curves between the regions actually shows heavier upper tails for the Mediterranean and mountainous regions than for the plains. Nevertheless, in the end this approach underwent more losses during the regionalisation stages, leading to quite poor performance. This approach may have suffered from a lack of development already visible at the calibration stage. A more in-depth analysis of the definition of the regions and at-site performance would probably be necessary to enhance the performance of this method.
Another difference is related to the need to estimate multiple quantiles. This then requires respecting several constraints between the quantiles:
• Consistency between quantiles in terms of return period to estimate the entire flood frequency curve for a return period up to 1000 years; • Consistency between quantiles in terms of time-steps to estimate maximum flow quantiles of different durations; • Spatial consistency when several target catchments are considered, even if the spatial coherence of the estimated quantiles between the different sites was not analysed here.
This multiplicity of the requirements for consistency resulted in ruling out or criticising certain approaches. For example, if estimating a single quantile is the objective, then it could be appropriate to regionalise quantiles directly instead of parameters [25] . Nevertheless, if multiple return periods are of interest, it appears more reasonable to choose a parameter regionalisation over a quantile regionalisation scheme. Similarly, one should opt for a method taking into account the different quantiles' dependency (an example using copulas can be found in [94] ). Not doing this might not lead to poorer overall performance, but locally some inconsistencies might be difficult to manage. However, this solution would increase the number of models and parameters to calibrate and regionalise, possibly at the cost of stability. Another way of forcing coherency is to do it in the regionalisation step using, for example, regression with the same descriptors to regionalise the quantiles [39, 41] .
A similar issue might arise when considering multiple time-step quantiles. Here we focused on peak flows but other time steps can be of interest, especially for small catchments where these different quantiles can differ greatly. The SHYREG method produces quantiles of different time steps which are coherent because they are extracted from hydrographs. With the GEV_LR, GUMBEL and INDEX FLOOD, it would be necessary to proceed to a second application of both FFA and regionalisation. A similar approach was applied to daily flows instead of peak flows, resulting in a ratio of peak over daily flow reaching impossible values (i.e., below 1) for around 4% of the catchments with the statistical FFAs. This issue was not observed with SHYREG because it structurally considers a dependency between time-steps. An alternative solution could also be to use a method taking into account time-step dependency. However, again, such a solution might increase the complexity of the method and can impact its stability.
Conclusions
The main results of the present study can be summarised in the following points:
•
The regionalisation process is the source of substantial loss of performance in FFA. Consequently, stability regarding at-site calibration data is a very valuable advantage for regionalisation. For this reason, the process-based methods, such as SHYREG, appear to be a safe solution method for flood estimation in ungauged basins.
Methods that do not take into account the dependency between quantiles (between the different return periods and/or time-steps) can lead to incoherent flood frequency estimation. Therefore, when interested in multiple quantile estimations one should explicitly consider these dependencies or employ an approach that does: for example, parameter regionalisation rather than quantile regionalisation.
The results can vary greatly depending on the study area. When studying a large and variable area, discrimination by region is necessary to analyse the results. In France, the Mediterranean region should at least be considered separately.
In the present case, for a long return period, the low dependence between the regionalised SHYREG extreme quantiles and calibration discharge data provide quantile estimates relatively close to that obtained in a gauged configuration, i.e., quantiles that can be and have already been validated [18, 45] .
• Due to its low dependence on calibration, the SHYREG method appeared to be less affected by decreasing the number of available gauging stations. Nevertheless, the SHYREG quantiles largely rely on previous rainfall simulations [47, 76, 78] ; consequently, an application to other areas would still require the availability of rainfall data sets.
The association of an FFA with a regionalisation scheme and different validation configurations necessarily leads to a wide panel of implementations. Consequently, choices and simplifications were needed to conduct the present study. One could imagine reinforcing the comparison framework by performing data re-samplings (temporal and/or spatial). It could also be beneficial to consider diverse improvements of the different FFAs to correct some of the weaknesses identified here. Nevertheless, the present study allows exhibiting the fundamental differences between the different approaches for flood frequency estimation in ungauged catchments.
